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ABSTRACT

We prove that if (ain)n^o is a non expansive sequence (i.e. V i,j > O|jx,+i — a:J+1 j[ <
\\xi — Xj\\) in a Hilbert space H, the sequence ( ^ ) ^ i converges strongly in H to the element of
minimum norm in the closed convex hull of the sequence

This result, which contains a theorem of A. Pazy [22], was previously proved in [15]; the

proof we give here is even much simpler and can be extended to a Banach space (cf. Remark 3.5).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Let H denote a real Hilbert space with inner product (|) and norm || ||. We denote weak
convergence in H by —»and strong convergence by —>.

Let C be a subset of H. A mapping T : C -* C is called non expansive if: Vz, y 6
C, ||ra; - Ty\ j £ ||a - y||. If C is a closed convex subset of H and x € C, me strong convergence
in E of the sequence £jz as n —»+00 to an element u € H, independent of x, was first proved
by A. Pazy [22]. Moreover denoting by v the element of minimum norm in the closed convex hull
of R( I — 71), we have: u • - v and v € JZ(I —T). His proof uses me maximal monotonicity of
(I — T) where T : H ~* H is non expansive, from which it follows that R(I — T) is convex,
hence it has a unique element of minimum norm. See [1,2,8,21] for related results. Extensions of
bis results to more general Banach spaces have also been studied by many authors; see for example
[5-7,16,18,19.25-29] for related results.

In this paper we consider a non expansive map T from an arbitrary subset C of H into
itself and for ̂  € C we study the convergence of the sequence £j* in H. Since C is not assumed to
be convex, the previous technique [22] is not applicable anymore. This is equivalent to the study of
the convergence of the sequence ** in H, where (x»)i^.o is a sequence in H satisfying Vt,; > 0,
\\xi+i — x/+i || < \\xi — Xj\\ which we shall call a non expansive sequence in H. Our result was
proved previously in [15]; here we will give an even much simpler proof.

A simple proof of our result in the one-dimensional case of a numerical sequence is also
given in [14].

2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

a) The sequence ( i j ^ o in H is non expansive if: V<j ^ 0 , ||*,-+i - xi+\ \\ < \\xi - JC,-||.

b) Given a sequence ( i n ^ o in Ht we define the sequences {yn\^\ &nd(sn)n^i as follows:

and sn = J £
i

c) If A is a subset of H, we denote by clcoA the closed convex hull of A in H.

d) If K is a non empty closed convex subset of H, we denote by PK the nearest point
projection map of H onto K. We recall that the map: PK : H —* K is non expansive,
and that « = PKXO Vtt>€ Ky{x-x\w-z) < 0 .



3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF UNBOUNDED NON EXPANSIVE SEQUENCES

We studied previously the asymptotic behaviour of bounded non expansive sequences in
H in [9,10,13]; see also [3,4, 11,12, 16, 17, 20, 23. 24] and the references therein for previous
work, generalization and related results.

In this paper we study the asymptotic behaviour of unbounded non expansive sequences
in H; our main result is the following theorem containing a theorem of A. Pazy [22].

Theorem 3.1 Let (2»),go be a non expansive sequence in H. Then the sequence
converges strongly in H to the element of minimum norm in C = clco {(a;,+i — ac
clco{(y,),^i} (i.e. ** —* PcO). Moreover, we have:

n-t+oo

For the proof we need the next proposition which follows immediately from the following well-
known lemma in classical analysis, a proof of which is included for completeness.

Lemma 3.2 Let (an)n^i be a sequence of non negative real numbers satisfying Vn,p >
< On + Op- Then ^ converges as n —> +oo, and lim.,̂ +00 ^ - inf ^ ^ .

Proof Letp;> 1 be fixed; then: Vn^p3!fc ^ 13!t, 0 < i < p, such that n = kp+ i.

Hence we have: ^ - ^ i ^ 2 g ^ i < ^ + ^ < & + g < H +

Now letting n —* +co, we have : k —* +oo, thus: Vp ^ 1, lim sup,,.^^ *£ <
Therefore: lim sup,,.^.,^ *» < inf p^\ * < lim inf

Hence: l i m , ^ ^ ^ m inf ^ i ^ .

Proposition 3J We have: ̂  | ^ | - inf

Proof LetoB« | |x , , -«o| | forn^ l.Then wehaveo^m *= ||a;»fm-a;o|| <
|jz,i — zo i| < om + oB for T7i, n > 1. Hence the result follows from Lemma 3.2.



Proof of Theorem 3.1 We have:

!i2 - H E "H2 -

> 2CW |J>) + INI2 + llEwlP - l lEv.
2

E
t-i t-Jfc

lHence after summation we get Vn> * £ 1. ^ J E F ^ *(«.|w) ^ j^r

» «; we have

T^EF E i ||5.|| ^ ^ K l j * " < 2(* + l)||vi||. Hence, F being reflexive, Xn contains a

weakly convergent subsequence; let 4̂,̂  —^ g € C- Then we get:
t-*+oo

Urn

But we have:

Umirf |H, | | ^ linurf

n
by a standard result on numerical sequences (i.e. a* —* a •>• 5- $^ Jt a* —• f). Hence:

VA ^ I. (vk\q) Z lim^^oc l|5«||2 £ 1M|2. This shows that: q = P c 0 .

We also deduce that Vn^ l , l /2 | | sB | | 2+l/2 |Mp ^ | |sJ | llgll > (sn|g) > lii
n—»+oo

|2 which implies that

IklP- toJWF- Hm |2L| j n | | f
Therefore

This shows that ** ^* q « PcO with ||?]| * inf r*^31 and completes the proof of the

theorem.



Remark 3.4 Let K * f) clco {(vOi^n} • Then K j Q since the weak limit of any subsequence
ml

of s* belongs to if. The above proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that we also have ** — • PgQ. Hence
«-»+oo

Remark 3.5 Let X be a real Banach space. By using the duality mapping on X and a similar
method of proof as in Theorem 3.1, our result can be extended to X according to the theorem below,
thus giving a simple proof to extensions of results due to Kohlberg and Neyman [18,19], Plant and
Reich [25] and Reich [27-29]; this will be discussed in a subsequent paper.

Theorem Let (x»)n^o be a non expansive sequence in X and C = dco{(xi+\ — Xi),^0}-

(i) If X is reflexive and strictly convex, then

n W-»OQ *£i II n w

(il) If X* has a Frechet differentiable norm then

n

Note also that this theorem is optimal since by [19] the assumption made on X in either (i) or (ii)
is necessary for the respective conclusion to hold.
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